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A Good Toolset Makes A Difference 

 When doing a DIY project or working a regular nine to five, as a mechanic, a good 

toolset is needed to get the job done as quickly and efficiently as possible. The DeWalt 

(DWMT72165) mechanical toolset is a good toolset that delivers on ease of transporting, 

manoverability, aesthetics, the assortment of pieces, and ease of use. The DWMT72165 toolset is 

manufactured from DeWalt, a brand known for quality and durability. When it comes to 

construction tools, DeWalt has been one of the go-to top ten brands as they produce a wide 

variety of tools that have proven themselves over time to live up to their slogan of “Guaranteed 

toughness.”  

 The DWMT72165 toolset is relatively easy to carry to the project you are working on.  

As the carrying case fits comfortabley in the hands with its sturdy slim-designed, along with four 

laches all around, keeping the tools well secure. Being impact rated the case can be dropped 

multiple time without causing any damages to the tools inside. The  tools are all designed with 

maneuverability in mind as there are different lengths of the same size sockets  and multiple 

extensions that allows the user to work on those hard-to-access engine components of the car. 

Further adding to the maneuverability of the tools, the rachet handle is made with 72 teeth 

driving gear, allowing it to turn in those confined spaces that cause one to curse like there is no 

tomorrow. 
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  The DWMT72165 is aesthetically pleasing to the eyes as the carrying case opens up like 

a book, displaying a dazzling arrangement of tools organized in a linear pattern like words on a 

page. The rachet handles have an array of square patterns indented in them to aid grip.This 

feature further adds to the beauty as they resemble the intricate façade crowning the top of a 

historic building. The tools themselves are made with stainless steel, which is polished to a 

mirror-like luster, making them shine as if they were immaculate gems on display at a jewelry 

shop. 

 With an assortment of 204 pieces, there is bound to be the right one for the task at hand. 

No matter what country of origin or brand of automotive being worked on the DWMT72165 tool 

set also has it covered as it comes with tools in both standard and metric units. The tools of the 

DWMT72165 are also straightforward and easy to use as they come with a quick-release 

technology that allows the user to swap different sockets with just a press of a button. Rather 

than having to pry them off, which can be pretty frustrating, especially when hands are wet or 

worst the socket is stuck. 

 Overall, the DeWalt DWMT72165 toolset should be a top contender when one is 

thinking about purchasing a toolset as it is made by a well-known company for its built quality 

and durability. Dewalt offers a lifetime warranty which, along with being maneuverable, easy to 

use, aesthetically beautiful, relatively easy to carry, and 204 assorted pieces of tools, makes it a 

worthwhile investment. The only drawback to this toolset is that it does not come with a 

screwdriver, which is needed to elevate it from just good to being one of the greatest  mechanic 

toolset. 

  


